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This article describes two projects created by the Livonian Institute at the University of 
Latvia to promote Livonian language learning during the Covid-19 pandemic. The value 
and role of digital solutions increased during this period, becoming a part of every aspect 
of daily life. Despite the circumstances created by the pandemic, there have also been 
positive developments for language learning and endangered language maintenance. The 
pandemic seems to have prompted a change in perspective on Livonian language pre-
servation as well as its role and function. This shift convinced the Livonian community 
as well as the broader society that Livonian — despite its small number of speakers 
— deserves the same opportunities as every other language. In this context, two new 
Livonian language learning projects are discussed: (1) online Livonian language lessons 
originally developed as an instructional module for schools, which was the first time in 
history that Livonian was included in a Latvian school curriculum; and (2) the next step 
in language-learning basics: a series of songs written by Livonian authors intended for 
children and young people. These initiatives show that in a difficult situation, a flexible 
approach and creative solutions can place even a small language on a more equal footing 
when competing with larger languages.

2020, as the year of the Covid-19 pandemic, was marked by various restrictions eve-
rywhere on gathering, movement, and public events, which affected all levels of so-
ciety. However, these restrictions did not only have negative effects; the year of the 
pandemic also made activists involved in the maintenance of Livonian rethink ex-
isting approaches, search for new opportunities and solutions, and use them more 
actively so that everyday life could continue in times of crisis. It has also shown that 
remote-use and digital solutions are not just a matter of convenience, but can be a 
daily necessity.

The circumstances of the pandemic affected the already fragile situation of the Li-
vonian language—both the opportunity to gather and hold events, and the language 
maintenance and learning process. Regarding Livonian, the number of speakers de-
creased critically during the time of Soviet occupation and now only about twenty 
to thirty people worldwide, including scientists and researchers, know the language 
sufficiently to be able to communicate, making each limit placed on its use critical for 
language vitality. But looking back on the year of the pandemic there is a hope that the 
Livonian language has become stronger than before. Activities in the field of preser-
vation, development, and popularisation of the Livonian language that started before 
the pandemic continued after restrictions were put into place by changing emphasis 
and approach; new opportunities and solutions were also used more widely.

The article summarises the results of the study of the language learning needs and 
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experiences of the Livonian community, observations, experiences, and ideas cre-
ated due to the pandemic, as well as the conclusions that have emerged from work 
in the field of preservation and promotion of the Livonian language in the condi-
tions of the Covid-19 pandemic. The indirect purpose of this article is also to docu-
ment this difficult, but also interesting and innovative time of crisis for society as a 
whole and for the Livonian language in particular, allowing one to look back at the 
events and evaluate the traces they have left in the history of the Livonian language.

A brief overview of the history of Livonian language acquisition
In briefly outlining the history of the acquisition of Livonian, some general references 
are important. Nowadays Livonian, a Finno-Ugric language indigenous to Latvia, is 
one of the world’s most endangered languages and is listed in the UNESCO Atlas 
of the World’s Languages in Danger as critically endangered. In around the twelfth 
century, the Livonians inhabited a large territory in the region of present-day Latvia, 
and over the centuries, as the Livonians merged with neighbouring tribes and formed 
the modern Latvian nation, the number of Livonian language speakers steadily de-
creased, but the Livonian language has been able to survive to this day, preserved in 
a once closed and peripheral area north of Courland Peninsula, also known as the 
Livonian Coast (Ernštreits 2020). The loss of the last compact territory inhabited by 
speakers of Livonian following the establishment of a border zone along the Baltic Sea 
in the area encompassing the Livonian villages at the start of the Soviet occupation af-
ter World War II made the history of the Livonian speech area more complicated and 
fragile (Ernštreits 2019, 105). In short—the process of language shift (from Livonian 
to Latvian), which had already begun before the developments of the twentieth cen-
tury (O’Rourke 2018, 83), was pushed even further by various subsequent political, 
economic, and social developments in society.

Figure 1. Territory Inhabited by Livonians.

Note: A: twelfth century; B: Salaca Livonians in the middle of the nineteenth century; 
C: Courland Livonians in the twentieth century. Source: Lībieši/Līvlizt. Rīga: Līvõ 
kultūr sidām (Lībiešu kultūras centrs), Latvijas Universitātes Lībiešu institūts, 2019. 
Reproduced with permission.
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As a result of all the historical development of the language situation, the mother 
tongue of the Livonian community members is mostly Latvian. Livonian is not in-
herited from parents, and everyone who does know it have learnt it in other ways 
(Druviete and Kļava 2018, 130). Despite the lack of language proficiency, a sense 
of belonging to the nation, culture and language of the Livonian community is and 
has been very strong (Kļava 2020, 22), thus serving to preserve their ethnic identity. 
It seems that language, or rather awareness that it is different and not related to 
Latvian1, has been the main anchor in preserving the ethnic identity of Livonians. 
Their culture and traditions are also different, but the long history of living side 
by side with Latvians has merged the boundaries between the two traditions. Of 
course, some specific ones remain and now all of them are included in the National 
Inventory of the Intangible Cultural Heritage of Latvia. In the light of the necessity 
of boundaries for distinguishing one ethnic group from another, as stated by theo-
ries of language and ethnicity (Edwards 1994, 128), language plays a crucial role 
as one of the characteristics of the ethnic group in the Livonian case. Awareness of 
language as an important symbol for ethnic identity was the reason for attempts to 
implement language acquisition activities at different scales during different times 
and using all the efforts of every community activist who wanted to keep the lan-
guage alive for the next generations. Without these efforts the hope and opportu-
nity for the vitality of Livonian would probably be even more complicated.

The first Livonian language learning possibilities in formal education were 
implemented in the 1920s in the form of an elective course in five Livonian vil-
lage schools. The number of Livonian students hovered around 100 (Blumberga 
2013, 220), which seems a significant number considering that the total number 
of Livonians at that time was around 900 (Mežs 2000, 76). These classes failed to 
increase the popularity of Livonian among schoolchildren for several reasons. 
One obstacle was mixed classes where children with Livonian and Latvian home 
languages participated. Proficiency in Livonian, even for children from Livonian 
families varied significantly, reflecting strong language shift processes in Livonian 
families that affected the quality of language learning and attendance. But more 
destructive from the viewpoint of language teaching methodology was the situa-
tion of weekly classes that were taught by a former sailor who both lacked teach-
ing experience and spoke the least common Livonian variety. Standard Livonian 
orthography was at this time at the beginning of its development, and the use and 
knowledge of it was not sufficient (Ernštreits 2011, 18).

Efforts to improve the situation were made by Livonian supporters from Estonia 
and Finland. As the closest linguistic and cultural relatives, who also have a better po-
litical and economic situation, activists from these countries have provided important 
support to Livonians during the last hundred years. For example, in the 1920s they 
started to collect money for Christmas gifts to be sent to Livonian students, hoping 
to increase participation and interest in course participation. As evidenced by partici-
pants of these lessons this approach partially served its purpose: there was a tempo-
rary increase in the attendance of Livonian lessons in November and December, but 
after that attendance dropped (Blumberga 2013, 210). Seeing that this approach did 
not work, supporters in Finland began depositing donations collected for Christmas 
gifts into a special fund with the intention of publishing the first Livonian language 
reading book for schoolchildren (Damberg 1935). Another initiative was the educa-
tion of Livonian youth by financing their tuition fees in different institutions of higher 
or professional education in Latvia, Finland, or Estonia (Blumberga 2013, 224).
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Big changes came with the Soviet occupation in 1940 and the following global 
events. The Livonians had to abandon their historical home area and leave for 
other parts of Latvia or elsewhere in the world, the number of speakers decreased, 
and language courses, like many other activities, were not possible. For Livonians, 
this time extended the level of alienation physically and also mentally, which can 
be seen more clearly now with the distance in time. There is a place for deeper re-
search for anthropologists and other fields related to identity issues, but from the 
perspective of language maintenance, the displacement of people made meeting 
difficult, and thus also the use of the language. If one has to classify this situation 
from a geographical perspective, the Livonian language community expands the 
many shapes and configurations of existing endangered language communities 
(Grinevald and Bert 2011, 55) and it is not possible to identify clear common liv-
ing places or conditions which is important for opportunities to use language, so 
it is more diverse than homogeneous from this point of view. On the one hand, 
processes of language community displacement proved to be a serious additional 
factor for language shift or loss; on the other hand, first for community activists, 
and then for other members, an awareness of the need to maintain their ethnic 
identity through language and cultural activities has emerged since the Soviet 
occupation.

So, in a situation where language proficiency was very poor and language ac-
quisition had ceased, as early as the 1970s, work began on the establishment of 
Livonian language nests2 outside the area historically inhabited by the Livoni-
ans. The first steps were Livonian song ensembles formed in Rīga and Ventspils 
(Ernštreits 2019, 106), whose activities also included some work with Livonian 
language issues. However, the greater benefit to their work was in maintaining the 
self-confidence and identity of Livonians, which resulted in other active events 
and the renewal of the community organisation, the Livonian Union, in 1988. As 
Latvia regained its independence, due to various circumstances the role of these 
ensembles decreased, but the work continued in other directions to ensure the 
process of maintaining the Livonian language.

Efforts to teach and learn the Livonian language after 1988 encountered a num-
ber of challenges that were consequential and natural taking into account the 
evolution of modern society and general developments of language acquisition 
theories and practices, which are difficult to put into practice for such a small 
community without targeted support. The first attempts were made to teach the 
Livonian language in elective courses, which at the beginning were quite popu-
lar, but their popularity gradually slowed and almost completely ceased after a 
few years. The main reasons were the different levels of language knowledge and 
the age difference of the participants, the insufficient number of Livonians who 
wanted to improve their language level, and, as mentioned above, their disper-
sion across Latvia. For these reasons, the opportunities to form language learn-
ing groups from participants of the same language level and in the same place 
were limited. The lack of qualified language teachers, rather than a lack of fund-
ing, was the main problem facing these initiatives. Language learning courses 
became more like meetings of Livonian community groups, which played a role 
in strengthening the sense of belonging to Livonian community but did not have 
a sufficient effect on language learning or language maintenance (Ernštreits 2016, 
264). For example, one challenge has been to ensure growth for higher-level 
language students, when teaching is only available at introductory levels. 
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The only measure related to the maintenance and learning of the language 
that has survived so far is the summer camp for children and youth of Livonian 
origin named “Mierlinkizt”, which started in the summer of 1992 and brings 
together children and youth of Livonian origin. Usually, summer camp lasts 
between a week and ten days. During the summer camp, participants learn the 
basics of the Livonian language and culture. As this camp is in fact currently the 
only mechanism for learning and practicing the Livonian language, the knowl-
edge acquired once a year at the camp serves mainly as an element for main-
taining community identity and the basic knowledge about Livonians and the 
Livonian language (Kļava 2020, 22). The summer camp is successfully fulfilling 
this task, as evidenced by the widespread interest in participating in the camp3 
and the number of camp students who also continue to participate in Livonian 
intangible heritage maintenance initiatives later in life, which highlights the 
role of beliefs, ideology, and attitudes in language maintenance. As stated by 
Julia Sallabank (2013, 60), these factors have key importance in the existence 
of language as well as in maintenance and revitalisation. However, the process 
of language shift has resulted in a lack of Livonian language knowledge in the 
community, so all activities and events are held in Latvian, which is now the 
native language of most Livonians. Moreover, belonging to the Latvian culture 
and state is a very important part of the identity of the Livonians. But this does 
not mean that these two parts of identity are mutually exclusive. Current under-
standings of the value of linguistic diversity and the realities of multilingualism 
provide a possibility to use this knowledge in practices of bilingualism, which 
William O’Grady (2018, 498) calls the “foundation of a reasonable plan for lan-
guage revitalisation”. Opportunities to carry out the acquisition of endangered 
or indigenous language do not mean giving up the possibilities of the modern 
world provided by knowledge of a national language or language of wider com-
munication within a country or society.

Additionally, the strong sense of belonging, positive linguistic attitude, and 
beliefs about the importance of the Livonian language in the maintenance and 
promotion of Livonian cultural heritage also favour many other regular activities 
carried out by both community members and organisations. There are more than 
eight Livonian music associations, some active social media profiles and websites 
(Livones.net, “Līvõ kēļ” on Facebook and other sites), events and language expert 
meetings take place (in person before the pandemic and online now), as well as 
Livonian language research (at the UL Livonian Institute, the Institute of Esto-
nian and General Linguistics of the University of Tartu, and other research insti-
tutions around the world) and the creation of new Livonian language sources for 
research and possible acquisition in the future. For now, however, these measures 
could be used in language teaching and learning on a broader scale, since the 
Livonian language is quite well researched, documented and developed for use. 
Language researchers have become especially active in recent years in preparing a 
base of high-quality scientific materials (Moseley 2016, 250). This was confirmed 
during the pandemic, when the uncertainty about the future had a significant 
impact on the preparation and conduct of the measures listed above. However, it 
appears that the restrictions and changes in society caused by the pandemic have 
given stimulus to new solutions for the preservation and inheritance of the Livo-
nian language, as well as helped to improve the efficiency and quality of existing 
developments.
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Identification of Livonian learning needs
Questions about the efficiency, quality and possible results of endangered language 
learning activities are relevant to any endangered language and can lead to findings 
that are not particularly optimistic or promising (O’Grady 2018, 504). Despite all 
the hardships that stand in the way of language preservation and revitalisation, the 
key to success may be putting harmonising theoretical and practical approaches 
with the needs of modern society, where the interests, experiences and learning 
needs of children and young community members in particular have recently un-
dergone dramatic changes. It seems that this is the main issue now in the Livonian 
language learning process.

Since its founding in 2018, the UL Livonian Institute, has been involved in work 
with Livonian children and the youth camp “Mierlinkizt”, where some of its research-
ers had previously worked. Previously observed considerations about challenges for 
language learning and teaching formed the basis of the preliminary research carried 
out during the camp. This research was intended to recognize the needs of teachers of 
Livonian and urgent aspects of Livonian language learning for a particular learners’ 
group. This research was conducted to prepare for the postdoctoral project “Applying 
the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages to Livonian: A New 
Opportunity for Endangered Languages” (project no. 1.1.1.2/VIAA/3/19/527) imple-
mented in 2020 by the UL Livonian Institute. Data obtained during this preliminary 
research by direct observation and semi-structured interviews with teachers of the 
camp served as a basis for developing a methodology for the deeper study of language 
acquisition and possible solutions during the postdoctoral project.

 According to the respondents, along with the geographically scattered nature 
of the Livonian community and associated logistical problems, one of the primary 
hindrances to increasing the number of Livonian speakers was the lack of a sys-
tematic language acquisition process. Livonian community members agree that 
language learning must be adapted to the new conditions of a modern and tech-
nologically advanced society. Data gathered from in-depth interviews with Livo-
nian speakers (B and C language proficiency level) and questionnaires completed 
by other Livonian community members show a particular emphasis on appropri-
ate digital solutions for language use and language learning. It should be noted 
that respondents used the concept ‘language in the computer’ to mean not lan-
guage availability in different types of new media (because of the understanding 
of their impossibility for a language like Livonian), but specifically different digital 
language resources from dictionaries and the option to check for a correct word 
or word form to the extended availability of language corpora, texts, information 
about Livonian and language learning tools. Summarising all kinds of factors, the 
need to expand the opportunities for learning the Livonian language (for different 
needs, different levels, different target groups) using the opportunities provided by 
modern technology becomes very clear.

The development of Livonian language learning opportunities, considering all 
aspects related to language learning, is one of the most important tasks in the near 
future. Many challenges will be posed by the issue of language provision for so-
called small and endangered languages: 

• an absence of pedagogical materials or an accompanying tradition of 
such materials to build on; 

• a lack of pedagogically trained personnel as well as insufficient language 
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proficiency among potential teachers in general; 
• a lack of language acquisition programmes for teachers and the wider 

community; 
• an absence of certain domains of language use accompanied by an in-

stant need for new terminology to fill these gaps; and 
• a lack of standards, which are central to creating learning materials, im-

proving accessibility, and using all possibilities provided in this digital age. 

The pandemic situation during the last year, which has changed people’s habits and 
understanding about forms of communication, was a great impetus to make lan-
guage more accessible in a digital space. 

Livonian learning opportunities developed during the Covid-19 pandemic
The situation for Livonian language acquisition is characterised by the need to eval-
uate the available knowledge and the effectiveness of existing solutions, and to find 
new, innovative solutions and methods for the acquisition of endangered languages, 
in order to expediently and effectively use the limited available resources to com-
pensate for deficiencies in language use domains and resources (teachers, learning 
materials, technical base). Language learning solutions of this kind would make an 
indispensable contribution to the community and would provide significant help in 
the preservation of small and endangered language diversity around the world, be-
cause the majority of the world’s languages are endangered, disappearing, or other 
so-called small languages (Ethnologue 2021). The new aspects of social life during 
the pandemic restricted the usual routine of learning something through physical 
meetings, and the need to meet was replaced by remote communication, leading to 
changes in mindsets and reflections about improving the functionality and usability 
of various types of technological resources.

In Latvia, in the spring of 2020, at the first appearance of the pandemic-related 
restrictions, it turned out that there was a lack of appropriate solutions for dis-
tance learning needs for all subjects in school. Therefore, as a quick solution at 
a time when most teachers were unfamiliar with the principles and methods of 
distance learning, at the initiative of the Ministry of Education and Science of 
the Republic of Latvia, the special TV and Internet platform Tavaklase.lv was 
created. From April to May it was possible for students from grades 1 to 12 to 
learn various subjects mostly created by teachers of a particular subject. Among 
other subjects, the Ministry of Education and Science (MES) offered to include 
Livonian language lessons for primary school (grades 5–9) and secondary school 
(grades 10–12). The new aspect for Livonian was the possibility for learners to be 
seen and heard by a broader audience including not only Livonians themselves 
but all school children and teachers and parents in the country. Thus, it also be-
came the first time that the curriculum of Latvian general education offered the 
opportunity to learn more about Livonians and the Livonian language. In the 
context of a small country and the new situation in education in general, the plat-
form was very popular, with a total of more than 400,000 views in almost seventy 
countries (the Latvian diaspora in the world also used it as a great opportunity) 
in the spring of 2020.

To realise the idea of including the Livonian language into this project, the 
UL Livonian Institute was charged with creating seven lessons, which afterwards 
turned into a separate online programme “Seis līvõ kīel stuņḑõ/Seven Livonian 
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language lessons”. It is publicly available on the YouTube channel of the UL Livo-
nian Institute (7 lessons 2020). 

The target audience of the lessons—every Latvian student regardless of their 
place of residence, knowledge about Livonians or connection to them—determined 
their content and form. So, it was necessary to not only teach the basics of the 
language, but also to provide a general understanding of who the Livonians are, 
what their place in Latvia is, what the Livonian language is, etc., in a number of 
hours (140 minutes or 2.3 hours in total) that was far too little to learn a language 
or even its basics. The planned time for acquiring a standard beginner’s language 
level (according to CEFR – A1) varies from 100 to 200 hours and more, depend-
ing on all the factors affecting language learning (King 2018, 218). On the basis 
of these circumstances, the lessons were planned as follows: an informative part 
on Livonians, the Livonian language, culture, and history, adapted to the beginner 
level, was among the main topics of the lessons, which will be described in more 
detail below. An important part of all materials produced for the popularization or 
learning of the language was and is also the principle of including members of the 
Livonian community, first, as a sign to any user of the material that Livonians have 
not disappeared (as is one of the common myths about endangered languages and 
cultures; King 2018, 541) but are members of a modern society, and second, to give 
the possibility for community members to use the Livonian language and to feel 
their importance in language maintenance work. Thus, although the main target 
audience was the students in the schools, the lessons also serve to strengthen the 
self-confidence and identity of the Livonian community itself.

The platform’s format, in which one 20-minute classroom lesson was statically 
filmed without any editing, was not suitable for the full implementation of the 
idea and concept of Livonian lessons. Therefore, with the help of representatives 
of the Livonian community itself, ways were sought to include both the planned 
content and convey the message about the Livonians in a visually high-quality 
format in a 20-minute lesson. A professional Latvian Television journalist, direc-
tor, producer, and popular TV personality in the country, who is also Livonian, 
was involved in filming the lessons. This individual’s active belonging to the com-
munity provided a deep understanding of the subject and their many years of 
experience in television ensured a professional understanding of how to develop 
a quality TV product. Surprisingly, one of the positive effects of the pandemic on 
the Livonian Coast was that in the spring of 2020, when Livonian language les-
sons were filmed, Livonians were, exceptionally, already there. In the winter, very 
few people live in villages on the coast; it becomes active only when it warms up. 
But because of remote work and school during the pandemic people had returned 
to the Livonian villages even during the winter. It also made filming easier since 
most of the lessons took place on the Livonian Coast.

The planning of the lessons was determined by a clear division of the differ-
ent needs of the target group, the number of lessons, the limitations of the video 
format as an educational tool and the expected lack of general knowledge. There 
were also a number of advantages such as the active participation of community 
representatives, which also became a way for them to practise the language, and 
the possibilities offered by video format, such as the reuse of the lessons for differ-
ent audiences and age groups at different times. To ensure that video lessons serve 
as a productive part of a learning experience, planning of instructional design in 
the context of multimedia learning was an important part of the work, which was 
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based on the key principles of cognitive theory of multimedia learning by Richard 
E. Mayer (2021). It also means a clear structure of information  to also serve as 
an appropriate source for users only interested in an overview about Livonians. 

Regarding the content of lessons in L2 instruction, a well-known thematic-based 
approach was used. To ensure a focus on content-area information, seven topics 
were selected, which are most often included at the beginning of the acquisition 
of each L2, and through those topics the rest of the informative material on Livo-
nians, Livonian culture and history was linked. Each lesson includes two condi-
tional layers—language and informative material. The topic of each lesson serves as 
a thematic hub which ties together information about Livonian culture, traditions, 
and history. This is an important component of language acquisition, as learning a 
language also means learning a culture in the broader sense of the concept (Hudson 
2009, 79). Thematic division and informative parts of lessons were as follows: Les-
son 1 – polite expressions, linguistic diversity and who the Livonians are; Lesson 2 – 
the alphabet, sounds and Livonian traditions, such as the tradition of waking birds 
in spring; Lesson 3 – colour names and Livonian symbols, the flag and anthem; 
Lesson 4 – Livonian place names and the Livonian Coast; Lesson 5 – names of fam-
ily members, Livonian dialects and the formation of new words; Lesson 6 – number 
words and Livonian’s place in the Uralic language family; Lesson 7 – borrowings 
from Livonian in the Latvian language and traces of the Livonian language in Latvia 
and current events today, such as the Livonian Festival.

Among the goals of creating these lessons was to provide a basic introduc-
tion to Livonians for those with no prior knowledge. At the same time, based on 
the previous experience of UL Livonian Institute researchers doing informative 
work in different schools in country, one of the goals was also to widen the gen-
eral comprehension in society about linguistic diversity, the value of languages, 
and society’s connection with language, which also affects the development and 
situation of languages themselves. In 2019, which was declared the International 
Year of Indigenous Languages by UNESCO, UL LI actively participated in Lat-
via both in the promotion of the Livonian language and in informing the public 
about the current state of world languages and the value of each language. Events 
held in 2019 demonstrated the first evidence that the potential of technology for 
language learning needs to be exploited as widely as possible, especially for en-
dangered languages. This can be particularly meaningful for the preservation and 
at least minimal use of the Livonian language. The beginning of the pandemic 
provided a basis and confirmation for plans to think about the need for language 
learning in the formats offered by technology, using the theoretical and practical 
knowledge of modern language acquisition.

To check the effectiveness of the filmed lessons, the testing at the “Mierlinkizt” 
Summer Camp for Livonian Children and Youth was carried out, adapting them to 
the traditional format of teaching lessons in the classroom. The traditional course 
of the camp divides the participants into two groups, one group from 6 to 11 years 
old and the other from 11 to 16 years old. The summer camp is attended by chil-
dren who are descendants of Livonians or are otherwise related to Livonians; older 
participants often have both some prior knowledge of Livonian and knowledge of 
Livonian culture and history. Work with children and youth showed that the les-
sons can be successfully adapted into interesting and creative learning, thus not 
only confirming the necessity of new approaches and media in the learning pro-
cess as an effective teaching tool, but also the need for a diverse teaching process 
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and forms of teaching. At the same time, it was observed that different materials 
are urgently needed for the youngest school-age children (grades 1–4). This is also 
confirmed by the conclusions of the study on Livonian community members, who 
stressed a particular lack of age-appropriate and simple materials for young chil-
dren, for example, easy-to-repeat, ‘catchy’ songs and visually engaging books with 
age-appropriate texts. In addition, these materials must be available electronically, 
making them accessible to the widest possible audience. 

The results of the study and the testing of video lessons also encouraged the 
Institute’s researchers to focus on this target group of language learners. With the 
collaboration of Livonian community members and previous remote working ex-
perience, a project to create songs for learning the Livonian language was imple-
mented. The idea of this new project is first and foremost based on the need to 
create material that, as mentioned above, would be engaging and simple for chil-
dren. Thus, the project “Lōla īņõ ja op līvõ kīeldõ/Sing along and learn Livonian” 
(available on the UL LI YouTube channel) includes seven original Livonian songs. 
It was a special goal to create new, original songs, thus also allowing listeners to 
feel like it is a modern product. The authors of the songs were two Livonian musi-
cians, who at the same time are good Livonian speakers; they also sang songs, one 
together with her family and the other together with the Livonian choir leader, 
who also created the full scores for the songs (which are also freely available for 
use). Researchers at the UL Livonian Institute were responsible for the quality of 
the language and its compliance with the pedagogical goal.

The idea of this project was to create songs in Livonian on various topics in ev-
eryday language use (people, animals, activities, numbers, relatives, nature, etc.), 
intended specifically for children (but accessible to anyone else who might be 
interested) for learning and maintaining the Livonian language. Songs and sing-
ing in the preservation, maintenance and learning of language is one of the most 
socially and emotionally effective cognitive tools, as traditional cultural values, 
worldviews, and customs are passed on through songs, and the sense of language, 
sound, and rhythm are especially important for language acquisition (Ludke, Fer-
reira and Overy 2014, 50). The task for the songwriters in this project was not easy, 
but the high Livonian proficiency level of both songwriters ensured the natural 
sound of the Livonian language. Special emphasis for the authors was placed on 
the task of creating simple and memorable songs that facilitate the understand-
ing of the phonology of Livonian and learning and remembering vocabulary 
and phrases. Also, language structure and grammatical features were checked 
and included in cooperation with linguists from the UL Livonian Institute—not 
only thematically appropriate vocabulary, but also the principles of grammatical 
form, observing the conditions of composition. For example, by singing the song 
“Lēba” (Bread), in addition to the basic idea of the value of bread, you can learn 
the names of different products, the conjugation of the verb ‘tǭdõ’ (to want) in 
all personal forms and the use of different noun cases. Or the song “Ku ma randõ 
lǟb” (When I go to the seaside) includes the use of the noun in partitive case with 
the verb ‘ārmaztõ’ (to love). The process of creating language-adapted songs and 
music videos reveals many aspects that need to be considered for this specific 
purpose. Young Livonian language learners have previously not had the oppor-
tunity to use age-appropriate, textually and musically adapted songs. It is clear 
that by just singing songs it would be hard to learn the language, but the special 
emphasis placed on the target group and clear vision about the content and form 
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of created material will hopefully help to address the current shortage in teaching 
aids for a particular group.

New experiences and conclusions
The Covid-19 pandemic forced people around the world to limit their direct com-
munication and contact. As a result, the need to make language easier to use for 
different purposes in the digital space has become even more urgent. It seems that, 
at least in the case of the preservation and revitalisation of the Livonian language, 
the circumstances of the pandemic have hastened measures for which the com-
munity itself was ready and waiting, but which would otherwise have taken much 
more time, and whose investment, profit, and added value is now reaching a wider 
audience and public.

The first year of Covid-19 has shown that we have entered a new era, where digital 
and remote solutions, which until now were considered something rather exclusive, 
have become a necessity and an integral part of everyday life. The example of the 
Livonians clearly shows that the use of such solutions also helps to maintain the Li-
vonian language environment and solve the problems that were once caused by the 
loss of a common Livonian area half a century ago. These solutions help to speed 
up and make the revitalisation of the Livonian language more effective. And even if 
the language revitalisation would not be possible for some reason, these solutions 
help to create new, contemporary examples of language and culture for the future.

Taking global tendencies into account, where multilingualism and multicul-
turalism are increasingly perceived as the norm and something that enriches 
the world, it is time for endangered and, so-called “small” languages to be more 
advanced and innovative than the major languages.  For such languages, many 
linguistic development processes take place on their own in order to survive in 
today’s information-rich age and to compete in the global language market. Im-
provisation and adaptation are keywords in an ever-changing situation, it can 
become essential for endangered languages to be able to adapt dynamically to the 
situation, turn negatives into positives and constantly seek and be able to see and 
seize new opportunities.

The first results of the projects carried out last year indicate valuable lessons 
and examples for future work on the preservation and revitalisation of the Livo-
nian language. A lack of human resources, language speakers, language use, and 
so on determines their effective use in language preservation and development. In 
both projects described in the article, the involvement of community members as 
creators and authors, not only as users of the final product, has positive benefits 
both to the final products and to the community as a contribution to the develop-
ment and preservation of the language, as an opportunity to work on their own 
culture and language, an opportunity to speak the Livonian language (which does 

Endnotes
1 Latvian belongs to the Baltic branch of the Indo-European language family, Livonian 

belongs to the Finnic branch of the Uralic language family.
2 Places (usually the apartment of an active Livonian) and events where Livonians met for 

language practice and other activities. 
3 Despite the fact that participation fee was usually paid by the participants themselves in 

2020, when it was possible to receive funding from the Ministry of Education and Science 
of Latvia, which was a result of the active work of Livonian language and culture activists 
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as organisations or individuals such as the University of Latvia (UL) Livonian Institute, 
members of Livonian Society etc.
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